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On reflection it’s a welcome addition! 

 

A DARING new extension to the historic Newton’s Place in Wolborough Street, Newton Abbot, is set to 

feature a mix of traditional limestone, zinc roofing and dramatic mirrored panels. 

If approved by district planners it will provide essential extra storage for the town’s museum. 

A bid for planning permission has been submitted by Newton Abbot Town Council which led the four-

year project to convert the former St Leonard’s Church into a community hub, new museum and council 

offices. 

But even when the scheme commenced in 2016, it was thought the museum’s growing collection might 

soon need further room. 

With items continuing to be offered by the public, the Town Council has decided it’s time to act before a 

challenge becomes a problem. 

Architect Jeremy Newcombe was commissioned to design the single storey extension which is proposed 

to sit next to the former organ chamber. 

He selected limestone to echo the existing architecture and mirror-finished glass to literally reflect it. 

In the application to Teignbridge Council he said: ‘The concept is to use the mirror glass cladding on the 

north and part east elevations of the extension to reflect the rich architecture of the existing church 

façade and the surrounding townscape.  

‘The use of natural limestone in the plinth and remaining parts of the extension will link with the 

materials of the existing church.’ 

The proposals include measures to control the storeroom’s internal temperature in order protect 

exhibits. 

The building would be fully accessible from a new internal door and be designed to withstand flooding. 

Concluding his bid, Mr Newcombe said: ‘It is considered that this proposal for an extension to provide 

additional museum storage, which is supported by the Heritage Lottery Fund and uses materials and a 

design sensitive to the building… will preserve and enhance its character.’ 

Town Clerk Phil Rowe said grants and Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) income from housing 

developers would be sought to cover the estimated £180,000 cost. 

He praised Mr Newcombe’s design saying: ‘This is a fantastic mix of tradition and innovation, a welcome 

addition to the Newton Abbot street scene.’  

 

 

 

 

 

The attached montages 

show how the extension 

could enhance the street 

scene. 

For more information 

email 

phil.rowe@newtonabbot-

tc.gov.uk  

or call 01626 201120. 
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